
 

Question: 1 
   
The PMD rule Avoid SOQL queries inside loops should have the highest priority when running a static 
code analysis scan. How you can set this? 
 
A. Set the rule violation score in the PMD Default RuleSet to 1. 
B. Change the rule priority in the PMD Default RuleSet to 1. (I think this is correct as priority start from 1 
still we need to check in PMD doc) 
C. Change the rule priority in the PMD Default RuleSet to 0. 
D. Create a new rule and set the priority to Blocker. Then, add it to the Default RuleSet. 
 

Answer: B     
 
  

Question: 2 
   
Debbie is getting an error while trying to modify the Minimum Apex Code Coverage field on the user 
story. What could be the reason for this? 
 
A. The minimum Apex code coverage of the user story cannot be below the minimum Apex code 
coverage of the environment. 
B. The minimum Apex code coverage of the user story cannot be above the minimum Apex code 
coverage of the environment. 
C. The minimum Apex code coverage of the user story cannot be different from the minimum Apex code 
coverage of the environment.  
D. The minimum Apex code coverage on the user story cannot be modified. 
 

Answer: A     
 
  

Question: 3 
   
After deleting the component in Dev1, Dave has accidentally refreshed the metadata index. What can 
he do now in order to perform a destructive changes commit of the component? Select all that apply! 
 
A. He can recreate the component in Dev 1 and refresh the metadata index again.  
B. He can use the Org Credential lookup field in the Commit Changes page and find the component in 
another org. 
C. He can the Add Row button in the Commit Changes page and add the API name of the component.  
D. He can edit the metadata attachment on the user story and add the component. 
 



Answer: B     
 
  

Question: 4 
   
Which IS TRUE about Static Code Analysis using CodeScan? 
 
A. You can generate a default rule set from Copado. 
B. You can review the violations from the Static Code Analysis Result related list on the User Story 
record.  
C. The rule set includes built-in rule records. 
D. The score is calculated by subtracting the selected rule priority from 5. 
 

Answer: B     
 
  

Question: 5 
   
Where can you control the available metadata sources when you create a scratch org from a user story? 
 
A. In the Copado DX Mode picklist field in the Pipeline record.  
B. In the Copado DX Mode picklist in the Environment record. 
C. In the Copado DX Mode picklist field in the User Story record. 
D. In the Copado DX Mode picklist field in the Dev Hub Org Credential record. 
 

Answer: A     
 
  

Question: 6 
   
You have created two different Account page layouts in Dev1, one for sales reps and and another one 
for the support team. You have committed the two page layouts on a user story and you are ready to 
deploy them to the next environment. However, the sales manager makes a last-minute decision for 
his team to continue using the standard Account page layout for now. What is the easiest way to 
prevent the sales reps layout from being deployed while deploying the support team layout? 
 
A. Delete the user story, create a new one and commit just the layout for the support team. 
B. Use the Recommit Files Git operation, flag the Create New Feature Branch checkbox and select only 
the layout for the support team. 
C. Use the Recommit Files Git operation, flag the Re-Create Feature Branch checkbox and select only the 
layout for the support team. 



D. Go to the user story and use the Destructive Changes Git operation to delete the sales reps layout. 
Then, use Commit Changes and just commit the layout for the support team. 
 

Answer: C     
 
  

Question: 7 
   
Dave comitted a new method on the AccountOperations class but, after deploying his changes from 
DEV to INT, he found his changes were not there due to an auto-resolved Git conflict he was not 
aware of. What could he have done to prevent this from happening just in this particular promotion? 
 
A. Manually promote and remove ApexClass from the Exclude From Auto Resolve multi-select picklist 
field in the Promotion record. 
B. Manually promote and add ApexClass to the Exclude From Autore Solve multi-select picklist field in 
the Promotion record. 
C. Remove ApexClass from the Exclude From Auto Resolve multi-select picklist field in the Pipeline 
record. 
D. Add ApexClass to the Exclude From Auto Resolve multi-select picklist field in the Pipeline record. 
 

Answer: C     
 
  

Question: 8 
   
When attempting to deploy a profile from a sandbox in the latest Salesforce Preview Instance to 
production in the latest Salesforce GA version, Debbie is receiving errors due to new user 
permissions introduced in the Preview Instance that do not exist in the GA version of Salesforce. 
What can she do to move her changes forward? 
 
A. Update the .gitignore file in the master branch to exclude the user permissions introduced in the 
higher API version and redeploy. 
B. Use the Find and Replace feature in the Git Promotion deployment step to exclude the user 
permissions introduced in the higher API version and redeploy.  
C. Manually remove the ManageSandboxes permission from the destination branch and redeploy. 
D. Log a case with Salesforce support to get the permissions enabled in production. 
 

Answer: B     
 
  

Question: 9 
   



You would like to create a scratch org that has a duration of 15 days. Where can you set this value? 
 
A. In the project template 
B. In the extensions. 
C. In the user story. 
D. In the scratch org definition.  
 

Answer: D     
 
  

Question: 10 
   
You are using the auto-resolve conflict resolution feature, Copado will stop the merge of the feature 
branch into the promotion branch if it detects a conflict. 
 
A. True 
B. False (I think this is correct, because in auto resolve copado merge it when there is conflict) 
 

Answer: B     
 
  
 


